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Introduction
The word humanism is derived from the Latin humanitas that originally
meant the study of human nature. The idea was to elevate humanity with
a focus on human dignity and potential through education (Ritchie and
Spencer 2014:15, 16). The meaning attributed to the word humanism, in
its broadest sense, allowed Christians and non-believers initially to occupy common territory (64-78). In the early-middle Christian era, some
thinkers sought to acquaint themselves with the achievements, literature,
and thought of past civilizations, particularly Greek, with a view to reconciling theology with the philosophy of the classical philosophers (New
World Encyclopedia n.d.; Odom 1977:126-128, 183-186). Outside Christian
circles, elements supportive of the pre-eminence of human thought and
abilities have long been seen among philosophers; however, not all forms
of humanism were atheistic, as seen in Confucian thought (Gupta 2000:812). There also are those who have been called “religious” or “spiritual”
humanists (Eller 2010:10).
The Medieval civilization that followed the collapse of the Roman Empire (AD 476) was marked by the rule of kings with nobles supporting
the king in return for privileges. The majority of the population existed in
serfdom; the Church reigned supreme. A change came in the 14th century
helped by the fact that famine and disease created disaster. The abuses in
the Church and the pessimism prevalent in society created a climate for
change in Europe. The change commenced in northern Italy where some
of the cultural greatness of the ancient world, Greece, and Rome was still
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retained. The merchants and artisans encouraged the artistic revival on account of the political and economic environment associated with the great
trading cities there. Individualism was permitted to flourish, and the Renaissance was born, an era that fostered creative thinking and individualism (Bolles Organization n.d.; Brown 2013:33-36, 42; Burke 2014:33-36, 42).
The Renaissance (14th-17th century) was a cultural movement that had
a widespread influence on the humanities—language, literature, linguistics, history, classics, philosophy, ethics, politics, religion, and art—with
the aim to produce individuals of good language and analytical skills. It
affected the intellectual life of Europe, beginning in Italy. About the sixteenth century, the movement spread throughout Europe. It was a reaction
against the stultifying effect of the Middle Ages; the movement sought to
stimulate intellectual life through reviving interest in the works particularly of Greek scholars and sought new approaches to human endeavors.
Its influence was felt in religious circles too, although it was not an antireligious movement initially. Many of the great works of the Renaissance
were devoted to Christianity. However, a subtle shift came when the intellectuals of that era approached religion by using strategies adopted in
many other areas of learning (Michael 2007:169).
Emphasis on the dignity of humans as rational beings apart from the
idea that God made them led eventually to an anti-religious idea being
applied to the cultural movement. The pre-eminence of the Scriptures was
displaced progressively in preference to reliance on the human intellect.
This movement would lead, ultimately, to the idea that final authority
rested with humans and that nature was the teacher (Gupta 2000:8; Ritchie
and Spencer 2014:17-18; Schaeffer 1990:214-218). The basic issue was that
Christians regarded the inner human nature as fallen, whereas those in the
classic humanistic tradition of the Greek philosophers rejected this concept (Dallmayr 2009:139). It was the mathematician Blaise Pascal who said
regarding the inadequacy of human self-understanding—“Know haughty
man, what a paradox you are yourself. Humble yourself, impotent reason; be silent, imbecile nature; learn that man infinitely surpasses man,
and hear from our [divine] master your true condition of which you are
ignorant of. Listen to God” (Pascal 1864:244-245). Pascal here appealed
to a higher voice than human reason for understanding humanity. He regarded introspection as pointless, as a means of learning about human nature. In so doing, he rejected the self-confidence expressed by naturalistic/
secular humanists (245-247).
Hence, different forms of humanism emerged (e.g., Existentialism,
Liberalism, Marxism, Naturalistic). Still, the consequence has been to displace the idea of the supernatural in favor of humans determining their
own destiny and the shape of the society in which they live according
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to the dictates of reason and as a result of their own efforts. The central
concern of humanism, ancient and modern, has been to assist humans in
reaching their full potential and experiencing happiness. Most humanists
are interested in the here and now and not the hereafter, if indeed their
emphasis even extends to that domain (Gupta 2000:8-10).
Today the predominant varieties of humanism found in the West have
a decidedly anti-religious stance, as seen in the Amsterdam Declaration
issued by the International Humanist and Ethical Union (Humanists International 2002). While the Declaration was comprehensive in its scope,
it was brief in its content. It affirmed, “the worth, dignity and autonomy
of the individual and the right of every human being to the greatest possible freedom compatible with the rights of others” (Cliquet and Avramov
2018:178, 179). The framers of the Declaration saw modern humanism as
a viable alternative to “dogmatic religion” (Spencer 2016:67). This type of
humanism might be labelled Naturalistic humanism or Secular humanism (Deagon 2017:43).
In this article, the strand of Christian humanism, that sometimes is
labelled ideal (see Explanatory Note), is affirmed and is supported by
Christ’s words and actions, (compare: Gupta 2000:6-7; Murray 1941:106115) as seen in the statement made in Mark 2:27 (NKJV). “The Sabbath was
made for man, and not man for the Sabbath,” and in his and his followers
commitment to the well-being of the human race (Gupta 2000:6-7; Ritchie
and Spencer 2014:54, 55). The pursuit of this form of humanism was championed by the early church and the Reformation champions. Those in the
movement understood that the Bible provides a basic knowledge of the
Creator God, humans, and nature. Fallen humanity is guilty before God
and can do nothing to rectify the situation, but God has provided the way
to remedy the problem. He gave all heaven to remove our guilt and to
deliver humanity from eternal destruction (Schaeffer 1990:147, 218, 240).
Hence, ideal humanism gives unity to knowledge and provides a group
of ideals designed to promote human well-being, social functioning, an
elevated concept of nature, and a hopeful and thankful view of the future.
In other words, humans have a purpose in this world.

Secular or Naturalistic Humanist Ideals
Naturalistic humanism dispenses with any form of supernaturalism
and insists that life, as experienced in the here and now, is the only form
that exists (Gupta 2000:8). Naturalistic humanism places value on reason,
free thought, and criticism of religion. However, there is no agreed defence
of the position taken. Commonly, atheism is seen as a worldview without
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god, a natural cosmology, based on science and capable of discovering all
reality. For others, atheism is the exaltation of reason that gravitates to an
attack on religion as being unreasonable (Shook 2015).
The ideals enunciated by secular humanism are contained in the Amsterdam Declaration (Humanists International 2002), which identifies
seven fundamentals. At the outset, the Declaration aligns the Congress as
“friendly to evolution, anathema to dogma.” It finds no place for divine
intervention in the solution to this world’s problems or for world religions. The seven fundamentals of secular humanism are as follows:
1. Ethics and morality are inherent rather than external or imposed.
The worth, dignity, and autonomy of individuals are affirmed giving
freedom compatible with the rights of others.
2. Rational thought and action by applying science and technology is a
way to solve human problems rather than seeking divine intervention. The creative use of science is affirmed.
3. Democracy and human development are rights and are applicable to
many relationships and are not limited to methods of government.
The fullest possible development of humans is a right, together with
experiencing the principles of democracy.
4. Personal liberty and social responsibility are noble aims. In pursuing these, personal responsibility to society and the natural world is
recognized.
5. Humanism is an avenue to reliable knowledge in contrast to that offered by dogmatic religions.
6. Artistic creativity and imagination are valued. The transformational
significance of literature, music, and the visual and performing art is
recognized.
7. Maximum possible life-fulfillment is the aim, being achieved through
creative, ethical, and rational means.
The question might be asked, which of these secular humanist ideals
can be supported by the religious community.

Christian Ideals Contrasted with Humanistic Ideas
It has been observed that many of the beliefs of humanism have their
origins in Christian thought and find a more solid foundation there than
in an atheistic setting (Ritchie and Spencer 2014:29).
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Ethics and Morality
For secular humanists, ethical understanding comes from within a person’s concern for others rather than via divine authorization. On the other
hand, for the Christian, ethical understandings are based on the character
of God, as revealed through the teachings of Jesus, especially as expressed
in Matthew 22. Love to God and fellow humans is described in verses 37
to 40 as representing the fulfilment of the law, for it reflects God’s character (1 John 4:8). In contrast to the relative expression of ethical values
in much of human endeavour, many Christians hold that there are absolute values. A genuine and lasting ethic derives from the principle of love,
God’s self-giving love. The recognition of this love, the ability of humans
to experience it, and a grateful acceptance of its reality are expressed in
sharing with others as equals (worthy and dignified—see the next section); it does not come in response to the promise of rewards or threat of
punishment. Such a view gives access to objective moral truth (Ritchie and
Spencer 2014:63-64, 74).
Christian ethics increase self-understanding as well as mutual understanding. It is two-dimensional—vertical and horizontal. The vertical dimension relates to a personal God; the horizontal dimension concerns the
welfare of others. There is a theocentric element to Christian ethics that
deals with what God does to deal with evil. God is at work to bring reconciliation to the world. The Christian will reflect the grace and the peace
of God offered (cf. Eph 1:2; 6:23, 24). The believer is called to highlight
the redemptive role of Christ as the central figure in overcoming evil (cf.
Eph 1:15-23; 2). Ideally, the Christian will exhibit a life that is free from
the destructive evil that surrounds them and give considerable attention
concerning the development of character and virtue. The message of Paul
to the Ephesians explains the redemptive act of God. The Church should
play a reciprocal role in being an agent of light to the world, showing how
the gospel transforms and reconciles individuals (Eph 3:8-10). A special
responsibility devolves on the community of believers (ecclesial) created
and redeemed by Christ. There is mutual encouragement within the community of faith to “walk worthy” of their calling. Corporate worship (liturgy) is regarded as essential to witnessing, and is seen as an activity that
shapes the approach to other tasks as well. Worship assists the believers
to perceive the world as it truly is and it provides a forum to encourage
others to live faithfully (Eph 4-5). The final aspect of Christian ethics is eschatological. The focus is on the fact that, as God created things perfectly
and not tainted by sin, he will re-create things anew. Christian ethics find
fulfillment when witnessing and worshipping are anchored on the hope
of the fulfillment of last day events (Holloway 2013:11-16).
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Dignity, Autonomy, and Worth: Human dignity is variously described
and disputed among ethicists. The term can be used in the social arena. It
has a prominent role in the Declaration of Human Rights. The basis of the
inviolable rights, however, are given sparse attention in secular humanistic literature, but seem to reside in keeping a decent individual identity.
Humans are considered by some humanists to have “an intrinsic worth”
on account of their rationality and hence are capable of recognizing moral
law. This is a flawed view as some impaired individuals are not gifted
with great rational faculties. In the biblical sense, an individual has worth
because they are loved, in this context by God (Rachels 1986:114-117, 122123; Stoecker 2011:7-17; Ritchie and Spencer 2014:51, 57).
Human dignity is connected with loved individuals being created in
the image of God and the fact that Christ died for all. Humans, as created, shared some of the characteristics of their Maker—creative, productive, and generous; they have a sense of purpose in stewardship; and they
recognize their relational obligations to God, others, and created things.
This represents the Christian ideal (Ritchie and Spencer 2014:51-53). The
entrance of sin damaged the image of God in the human family, but salvation’s offer contains within it the promise of its restoration.
Being created in the image of God has profound significance for the
Christian. Human creation represented acts wholly distinct from those
involving the creation of other life forms in that God was involved in
personal, preparatory acts before breathing into the nostrils of the clay
model of a man. Then he created a woman after surgery on the man (Gen
2:7). Humans shared something of the physical, social, intellectual, and
spiritual qualities of God. In the physical domain, they were clothed with
light (Ps 104:2; cf. Gen 3:7, 11), and given useful and pleasurable employment—dignity of work (Gen 2:15). In the social area, they were created to
complement each other and be procreative (Gen 1:28; 2:20-24). Intellectually, Adam was challenged immediately to be creative in thought and
to accept the responsibility to care for the environment in which he was
placed (Gen 2:15, 19). Spiritually, the couple was immediately involved in
relationship building with their Creator on creation day and especially the
day after they were formed (Gen 2:2, 3; cf. Mark 2:27; Heb 4:4-7). At creation, they also were provided with an inbuilt concept of right and wrong
(absolutes) and a moral compass, the conscience, to keep them focused on
their Maker and his ways (Rom 2:14-16). The presence of rational faculties
enabled them to choose (Davis 1977:14-15, 27-34). The moral fabric given
to the race represents the area of fundamental significance in describing
the substantive nature of the “image of God.” This becomes evident in
that Christ came to restore the marred image damaged by moral lapses.
Restoration will result in the moral redirection and the development of
other faculties (White 1952:14-16).
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The human race was formed from the dust through the will and acts
of God. He gave essentially worthless dirt value through his creative act.
The race was given autonomy, which they exercised in defiance of God’s
expressed desires (Gen 3:11). In so doing, the image of God was marred
(White 1973:11). Following the Fall, human worth and dignity, in God’s
eyes, was proclaimed afresh through the price paid for the race’s salvation
and the promise (inherent in the sacrifice) to repair the marred image (create a new heart, Rom 12:1-2). This was the position of the Dutch philosopher and Christian humanist Desiderius Erasmus (1466-1536; famous for
his creation of a new Greek edition and Latin translation of the New Testament “NT”) who argued that human dignity was established through
Christ’s atonement and the abundant grace he offered (Gupta 2000:7).
It is through the cross alone that we can estimate the worth of the
human soul. Such is the value of men for whom Christ died that the
Father is satisfied with the infinite price which He pays for the salvation of man in yielding up His own Son to die for their redemption.
What wisdom, mercy, and love in its fullness are here manifested! The
worth of man is known only by going to Calvary. In the mystery of the
cross of Christ we can place an estimate upon man. (White 1973:175)

Since Christ died for all (2 Cor 5:14-15), it follows that all are of equal
worth in his sight. “The wealth of earth dwindles into insignificance when
compared with the worth of a single soul for whom our Lord and Master
died. He who weigheth the mountains in scales and the hills in a balance,
regards a human soul as of infinite value” (White 1892:71).

Rationality and Faith
Propositions that are not contrary to reason are termed rational. In this
respect, there is some common ground with the humanist and the Christian. However, the similarity is fragile when it is considered that for the
secular humanist, all knowledge, meaning, and value are sought within
the human sphere. Such individuals are termed rationalistic (Shaeffer
1990:9, 124).
Investigation of the processes and events in the natural world are realistically pursued using observation and analytical methods. The avenues
of knowing in classical philosophy center on logic (deductive and inductive). However, there are yet other avenues for gaining information about
the world (Kattsoff 1953:67).
When the formation of associations among observations is accompanied with explanations, this is classified as the expression of reason. It
was the ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle (384-322 BC) who held that
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our humanness was defined by our reasoning ability. Reason involves assessing evidence, evaluating arguments and so on—judgment is involved.
Some issues confronted in life are so complex that the discovery of a solution is not possible through the application of reason, which leaves desires and emotions to take over. The purest form of reason is known as
logic. This involves forming valid arguments (do the conclusions follow
from the premises made), rather than determining the truth of an assertion (Burton 2019; Dorrien 2012:38-42). Logic has its limitations of which
language is a foundational problem. Logic in the biological sphere is not
thought of as being dependent on unchangeable rules, and rather it varies
depending on the constraints imposed by the prevailing conditions. Hence,
for an evolutionary biologist, logic is relative (Cooper 2001:177-180). In other words, humanity expresses ignorance personally as well as collectively
in various ways.
There are limitations on the reliability of our reasoning ability on account of the damage brought through sin (Ritchie and Spencer 2014:34-35).
This means there are limits to our understanding of the universe. Such a
limitation can be illustrated in quantum mechanics where the very act of
observing something appears to change what is observed (Webb 2013).
Even after a hundred years from the formulation of the theory of quantum
mechanics, scientists do not agree on what the theory says about reality or
whether reality actually exists. For one author, quantum mechanics simply expresses human ignorance for there is no certainty what it actually
describes about tiny particles (‘t Hooft 2018).
Reasoning is an essential part of formulating explanations in the scientific domain. Generating explanations from observations (inductive reasoning), cannot give certainty. Such an approach is problematic and at best
can provide possible solutions. With the arrival of quantum mechanics
and the theory of relativity, it became evident that certainty of knowledge
was not attainable. To move forward, the widely accepted approach in
much of science is to generate an hypothesis from observations and then
enunciate logical outcomes (deductive reasoning). Falsification of these
expected outcomes would mean that the theory requires alteration or the
generation of an alternative explanation. Scientists attempt to eliminate
sources of error in their investigations and maximize the probability that
the explanations offered are credible. Hence, it can be seen that reasoned
processes are integral to science, but at the same time, these processes do
not necessarily lead to absolute certainty of knowledge (Andersen and
Hepburn 2016).
Information gained in the scientific domain through experimentation,
hence, is best regarded as tentative. This has been summarized well by
R. A. Lyttleton in the statement: “Never let your bead ever quite reach
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the position 0 or 1.” By this, he meant that scientists should keep an open
mind and never be totally certain or be completely unbelieving in a new
idea (Lyttleton 1977:13-15). A similar type of argument was formulated
by David Hume, who maintained that “all knowledge degenerates into
probability.” There is some truth in such advice (Lynch 1996:90), as seen
often in science. Something that may be scoffed at today is embraced tomorrow, as for instance the discovery that stomach ulcers could be caused
by a bacterium. This idea was initially dismissed, but its proponents persevered and won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2005 for
their efforts (Nobel Prize Organization 2005). A great number of theories
have been discarded or altered with the accumulation of knowledge and
this practice will continue. One of the most notable changes has occurred
in the field of geology where the dominance of the theory of uniformitarianism (the present is the key to the past) has been displaced by the
recognition that catastrophic events have occurred, as for example the occurrence of mega-flood events. Both views are now combined in a modern
synthesis (Rogers 2017).
Blind faith is not in the vocabulary of the Christian. Faith is a reasoned and reasonable response to the evidence available. The exercise of
the reasoning powers of the mind is essential in living the Christian life,
as indicated by the apostle John: “Beloved, do not believe every spirit,
but test the spirits, whether they are of God; because many false prophets have gone out into the world” (1 John 4:1 NKJV). Such tests are completed against certain criteria; in other words, the truth of a phenomenon
can be determined (Isa 8:20). Knowing what is true is, for the Christian,
to embrace a greater pool of knowledge and experience than the atheist.
An infinite-personal God is acknowledged, as are the realities of human
creation in the image of God, the subsequent Fall, and Christ’s death and
resurrection to rescue doomed humanity. This allows a unified body of
knowledge and a proper place for God, humans, nature, law, morals, and
a concept of good and evil (Schaeffer 1990:218, 261-264).
The Scriptures reveal the origin of the cosmos, humans, and of evil. The
post-fall purpose and destiny of humanity are revealed if the Christ-story
is accepted. The Bible presents a coherent account of the human condition
and brings hope and direction in a fractured world. It invites the engagement of reason in the pursuit of understanding the world about us. The
existence of such a coherent view also explains the reason for scientific
advances spearheaded by Christians in the early period of modern science
(Schaeffer 1990:226). Studies undertaken by physicists have revealed the
exceptional fine-tuning of our universe, which is essential for life. Christians take this as a piece of strong evidence for the planning and creative
activity of God.
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Both science and religion are faith-based. In the Christian religion, faith
involves accepting the work of salvation completed by Christ on the cross.
Faith rests on a person and his acts, meaning that faith has substantive
content. The individual accepts the divine solution to the problem of guilt
(Schaeffer 1990:146, 147). Science demonstrates its faith in the belief that
the universe is ordered by physical laws. So far, this has proven to be the
case. For rationalistic minds, there is no answer to the question: Where do
these laws come from? They are of unspecified origin—“they just are.” A
well-respected cosmologist, Paul Davies, has remarked, such an answer
“is deeply anti-rational.” For the notorious atheist, Antony Flew, this
question and others, such as the origin of life and reproduction, were the
turning point in his acceptance of the notion that there is a God. Failure
of scientists to answer such questions leaves orthodox science at present
with a substantial claim to dependency on some form of faith (Davies
2007; Flew 2007:95-96).
The avenues of knowing accepted by believers are as illustrated in
table 1 below—revelation and experience. This means that the Christian
has access to explanations that an atheist must be content in calling coincidences. The prophet Daniel and apostle John mentioned, or demonstrated
by their actions, a heaven-inspired opinion on fundamental aspects of
knowing in four areas commonly understood as being capable of contributing to certainty by a Christian believer. These four areas of knowing
were affirmed by our Lord (e.g., Luke 7:22-23; 10:2-9, 17; 14:8-11; 15:11-25;
24:25-27).
Table 1. Some Foundational Aspects of Knowing Acknowledged in Scripture
through the Period When Sacred History Was Written. Indicative Verses/Passages
Are Mentioned
Aspect

Time Frame
~1500 BC

c. 1400-900 BC

c.800-300 BC 27-100 AD

Revelation and/
or Scripture

Job 38-41

1 Sam 3:10-14;
1 Kgs 17:16

Isa 45:1-3;
Dan 9:2

2 Tim 3:16;
2 Pet 1:19-21;
Rev 1:3, 9-11

Experience
(authority)

Exod 17:11–13;
Job 42:7–10

Josh 4:22–24;
23:14

Ps 32; Dan
3:21, 26–28

2 Pet 1:16–18;
Rev 12:11

Logic (reason)

Job 21:22-34;
Exod 18:12-26

Josh 23:14-16;
Judg 13:22-24

Dan 9:1-6

Acts 17:11;
Heb 6:4-6;
Rev 13:18

Experimentation

Gen 2:19; 3:6-7;
11:2-9

Judg 6:37-40;
1 Kgs 18:20-39;
Ps. 34:8

Dan 1:12-19

Matt 6:33;
Rev 10:9-11
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The apostle Peter has given one of the most explicit statements regarding the place of prophecy. “We also have the prophetic message as something completely reliable, and you will do well to pay attention to it, as to
a light shining in a dark place, until the day dawns and the morning star
rises in your hearts” (2 Pet 1:19 NIV).
A similar affirmation was given by Christ in the words: “O foolish ones,
and slow of heart to believe in all that the prophets have spoken! Ought
not the Christ to have suffered these things and to enter into His glory?”
(Luke 24:25-26 NKJV).
Prophecy cannot be removed from the study of history and archaeology. The words of the prophet must be assigned a given place and time,
and the authenticity of the author established. The accepted manner for
conservative Christians to approach such problems is through the application of the grammatical-historical method, a method involving examination of the language of the text and the historical circumstances at the
time of writing. The goal is to find the meaning that the authors of the
Bible intended to convey and which will be understood by the readers.
The method makes a number of assumptions of which the most significant
are the recognition of the Bible in its entirety as the Word of God, belief in
the unity of the scriptural record, Scripture as its own interpreter, and the
literal meaning of the text can be found only by referring to the original
language in which it was written (Surburg 1974:281). Even with the best
endeavors, the full meaning of the text may not be evident as the words
were written by human authors under the influence of the Holy Spirit in a
cultural context with language limitations. Subsequent readers of the text
are operating under different circumstances with limitations (Poythress
2007:97-101).
Even with the limitations indicated, prophecy is a source of knowledge. It can be tested against historical data. It has been rightly said that:
“Evidence is the pillar of historical research.” From this evidence, the past
is reconstructed. Certainly, there are challenges, but objectivity is possible
using the best methods and precautions available (Adeoti and Adeyeri
2012). Archaeology is a close companion in the reconstruction of history in
certain fields. Take, for instance, the history of ancient Egypt. Some regard
the Old Testament (OT) stories as entirely fictional on account of being
unable to find verifiable archaeological evidence of the ancient Israelite
nation. The problem sometimes resides in the chronological framework
into which scholars have attempted to fit the jigsaw puzzle pieces. When a
revised chronology is applied, the narratives in the OT are consistent with
archaeological findings, which moves the Bible from the category of myth
to history (Rohl 1995:7-39).
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As an illustration of the benefit of prophetic knowledge, consider
those early believers who took the advice of Christ to respect the words of
Daniel the prophet regarding the destruction of Jerusalem (Matt 24:15-20;
cf. Dan 9:27b). Their action on this belief saved them from certain death.
The historical details are as follows. Jerusalem was assailed by Cestilus
Gallus in AD 66/67 to quell a rebellion. He set up a camp on the Mount
Scopus and was able to enter the city, but failed to capture the Temple
Mount. He was unaware of how close he was to overcoming the city and
instead of pressing the siege, he withdrew and suffered heavy losses in an
ambush. This withdrawal is seen by some as providing an opportunity
for the Christians to escape. A subsequent opportunity apparently also
existed during Vespasian’s temporary cessation of military activities in
Judea following Nero’s death and the civil war in Rome. Jerusalem finally
was taken by Vespasian’s son, Titus, in AD 70. Early historians record
the escape of the Christians to Pella before the destruction of Jerusalem
(Josephus 1936: book 2, chap. 19, sect. 7; Maarschalk 2017; Scott 1998;
Sheppard 2013:11). Pella was one of the ten cities on the east bank of
the Jordan and the Sea of Galilee; it is about 80 kilometers northeast of
Jerusalem in what the Romans called the Decapolis. Pella functioned as
the “home of the first Christian community” (Gottheil and Krauss 1906).
Another example of the uncanny accuracy of prophetic knowledge is
illustrated by the words of the prophet Isaiah (45:1). He gives interesting insights into the fall of Babylon to Cyrus well before the event. The
Euphrates River ran through the city, which was secured against entry by
brass river gates. In a cunning strategy, Cyrus diverted the river and his
troops traversed the riverbed and entered through river gates that had not
been secured (Halsall 1989:20-29; Herodotus 1862:1.189-1.192). The fall of
Babylon was foretold by Isaiah about 150 years before it took place (Lim
2018: chap. 11).
Personal experience and the witness of those in authority can be a
powerful informer. When John the Baptist’s disciples came enquiring
about of Christ whether he was the One who was to come for the salvation
of the race, his reply was: “Go and tell John the things you have seen and
heard: that the blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf
hear, the dead are raised, the poor have the gospel preached to them” (Luke
7:22, NKJV). The story of John Newton’s conversion stands as a witness
to the power of experience. Exposed to Christianity early in life, this slave
trader, blasphemer, and reprobate was converted during an enormous
storm at sea after reading The Imitation of Christ by Thomas à Kempis in
which the uncertainty of life had been highlighted. He accepted that he
was a sinner and that he was forgiven through his faith in Jesus. He was
ordained in 1768 into the ministry within the Anglican Church and spent
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the remainder of his years living out his faith. His efforts after conversion
helped William Wilberforce’s efforts to end the slave trade. The hymns he
composed (“Amazing Grace” is the most remembered) stand testimony
to his sincerity and have functioned to strengthen many (Sheward 2015).

Democracy and Human Rights (Equality)
Humanists indicate that the fullest possible development of humans
(education) is a right together with experiencing the principles of democracy. Humanists have a focused interest on human rights and issues of
equality (e.g., access to abortion, right to die with dignity). Opposition is
well established to exemptions provided to religious and belief groups
enabling them to discriminate. For example, there is strong opposition to
discrimination in employment on the grounds of religion/beliefs or admission to educational institutions or housing arrangements on such a
basis. There is a dedicated campaign to eliminate all practices, in the public domain, with any reference to religious belief, including the issuing of
postage stamps containing religious symbols. Where faith-based hospitals
or schools are publically funded by the state, then even the elimination of
all religious symbols in public wards is urged (Humanists UK 2019; Humanist Association of Ireland 2009; Humanist Society of South Australia
2018).
Democracy is favored by humanists since the basic concept is that the
pooling of wisdom of the people gives rise to the least adverse solutions
and removes decisions from those with special insights into the will of
God or gods. It is contended that democracy is efficient in terms of figuring out what to do in the absence of divine guidance and it attempts to act
justly through giving equal rights to all. However, the proposition also has
been made that pooled knowledge may give rise to collective ignorance
(Morris 2015) or, we might say, descent to the lowest common denominator in the absence of recognition of absolute standards.
Democratic governments are faced with the problem that the majority have the ability to overpower the minority. Indeed, in the movement,
noted on the world stage, towards direct democracy, where every individual has a vote on issues, the minority could be oppressed. This difficulty is somewhat removed in a representative democracy, where the
people’s representatives are meant to champion ideas or broker compromises (Radu 2017).
Christians have and continue to live under various forms of government. The Scriptures give advice that governments are to be recognized
and their laws respected (Rom 13:3). This does not mean that Christians
are never to become politically active (cf. Gen 42:6; Dan 2:48; 5:29). While
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the general principle for the Christian is to avoid political activity, the believers can exercise their knowledge of politics without compromising
their faith. However, the example of Jesus comes to the fore in that he
did not enter into political debate, although he did make comments about
those with religious privilege who lorded it over others through their religious, rigid laws. He always upheld the existence of absolute moral standards based on God’s character.
When it comes to the post-theocratic period of God’s leading of his
people, the reign of kings and the guidance of prophets, the NT church
leaders discussed issues. They came to a reasoned outcome that functioned to preserve the doctrinal integrity of the church, promote unity,
and act with understanding towards various cultural groups (Acts 15).
There was a certain level of democracy involved. It has been argued in
some quarters that non-democratic authority is inefficient and repressive
(Moiser 1975:100-110). There is certainly truth in this assertion, which is
evident in that selected Christian groups have adopted different models
of democracy based on the concept that democracy is consistent with the
gospel message and the general tenure of instruction in the NT.

Personal Liberty and Social Responsibility
Personal liberty and social responsibility indeed are noble aims. In
pursuing these, personal responsibility to society and the natural world
are recognized. Liberty pursued without justice rewards privilege, and
emphasis on social justice without liberty serves to repress individuality
and with it initiative and creativity. Hence, humanism finds liberty and
justice best served under a democratic system of government. A balance
between the two is sought within societies with the aim to further societal
development and promote its peaceful operation governed by appropriate high cultural ideals while encouraging it to move towards worthier
ideals. Hence, humanism rejects the notion of absolute truth and rejects
social conformity. Rather, it moves endlessly to reform and improve so as
to maintain the “spirit of outrage against any degradation to humanity”
(Shook 2012).
Humanism also seeks another type of liberty, that is, freedom from an
external metaphysical environment, so that one is free to determine the
moral values accepted. In fact, humanity is itself the source of truth and
morality; it is autonomous (Dallmayr 2009:139, 142). While humanism
played a role in increasing the knowledge of the outside world, it was
during the Reformation era that the inner self was brought into focus.
The rule of law in the West, with its democratic institutions, has
been influenced deeply by biblical principles and the higher law that it
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proclaims. This emphasis has given rise to many rights and freedoms,
for all humans are considered equal in God’s sight. Personal liberty is
provided under God’s law in terms of the understanding that it fosters
the good of society (Zimmermann 2005:67-73). However, for many, the
concept of social justice and good works may be lost in the emphasis on
the centrality of faith. This is not merited for the Bible admonishes all to
love mercy, do justice, and walk humbly before God (Mic 6:8). The basic
characteristics used to describe God are that “righteousness and justice
are the foundation of Your throne” (Ps 89:14 NKJV). It follows that these
two elements are to be reflected in the lives of believers, as emphasized
by Jesus (Matt 22:38-40). It also has been pointed out that the gospel is
primarily about justice (Rom 3:16). God has delivered humanity from the
oppression of guilt and has promised liberty as well as moral and spiritual
renewal. God’s involvement in human affairs by his death on the cross
indicates, in a radical manner, the interest he showed towards members
of all social classes and in promising justice to all (Marshall 2000:11-14).
Jesus’ acts on earth indicated that he was interested in delivering social justice to those in the communities he served and this is our example
to follow (Acts 10:35). Jesus said, “He [Spirit] has anointed me to preach
good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to release the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor” (Luke 4:18-19 NIV). In order to display
the same attitude, conversion is required; a radical change in thinking occurs (Luke 19:1-10). The outcome of such a change is outlined in Matthew
25 (vv. 31-46; Dudley and Hernandez 1991:14-15, 26; Pittman and Drumm
2008). Liberty offered in Christ does not mean a license to do whatever
one wishes (Rom 6:18-22). The ability to become a “dutiful servant of all”
is a consequence of the gift of grace received. Christian liberty from sin
given to believers, as a consequence of justification, is recognized as freely given and unmerited, leading to the generous attitude displayed by
those receiving grace towards others. In joyful recognition of this gift, the
believer is more than willing to share knowledge of the gift of salvation
with neighbors. More than this, service devolves from the freedom given
(Forell 2002).
The social responsibility for the Christian moves beyond an interest
in and concern for our fellows—the poor and suffering. It involves
responsibilities towards creation that labours in bondage and pain (Rom
8:20-22). Our attitude towards God’s creation, His second book of
information (Rom 2:14-16), and the stewardship role that we have been
given to preserve it (rather than domination and destructive utilization)
represents a compassionate view that is consistent with Jesus’ example of
stewardship and His concern regarding the callous and the destructive
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attitude towards His works expressed by some (Rev 11:18). Our treatment
of creation affects the dumb creatures, the present generation, and those
generations to come.

Secular Humanism an Alternative to Dogmatic Religion
It is held in the Declaration that secular humanism is an avenue to
reliable knowledge in contrast to that offered by dogmatic religions, for it
arises through a “continuing process of observation, evaluation and revision” (Humanists International 2002).
Secular humanism, at its core, is against all religions that have a belief
in the supernatural. Throughout history, neither the major religions nor
notable atheistic regimes have any claim to the moral high ground. Millions have suffered under the repression of both in their attempts to force
compliance to their belief systems.
Reliable knowledge is not limited to the domain of science. David
Berlinski, mathematician and a secular Jew, said: “Arguments follow assumptions, and assumptions follow from beliefs, and very rarely—perhaps never—do beliefs reflect an agenda entirely by the facts” (Berlinski
2010:135). Albert Einstein also said: “Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind” (Einstein 2011:335). The Templeton Prizewinning scientist, Marcelo Gleiser, resonated with this comment when he
asserted that science has been unable to provide answers to the mystery
of our unique human existence. He went on to say that “atheism is inconsistent with the scientific method—no doubt a shocker to those who take
it at face value” (Gleiser 2016:69). This claim was made on account of the
inconsistency of some who dogmatically proclaim their atheism and all
the while being prepared to make judgments on whether something is
right or wrong in the absence of evidence (Billings 2019).

Artistic Creativity and Imagination Are Valued
The transformational significance of literature, music, and the visual
and performing arts is recognized. Within the humanistic movement, symbolism is valued as it is considered to give another dimension to knowing
beyond the physical world. It facilitates self-understanding so that humans can reach a higher level of self-understanding. Language is one form
of symbolism (Dallmayr 2009:140). Art, music, poetry, and the performing
arts also have been used to convey philosophical ideas, as seen clearly in
Italian Renaissance paintings and iconography. The Renaissance approach
varied with contrasting themes being portrayed with those conveying a
humanistic emphasis being illustrated as superior to concepts held by the
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church and state. The Renaissance was a time of extraordinary vitality in
the arts—in metalworking, architecture, painting, and sculpture. Art was
used as a device to change culture and to elevate the power of the human mind and gave expression to individualism (Grudin n.d.; Schaeffer
1990:211-216).
The basic humanistic argument relating to art is that the individual
should be free to create to gain and give aesthetic satisfaction and in so
doing convey the uniqueness of the individual. However, in this view assessment of a work of art or literature cannot be judged against some “correct” standard. It is valued because it represents a unique and individual
creation; it is a creative expression (Wilsmore 1987:336-344). Christians
hold to another view.
Christians believe in creativity. First and foremost, humans were created in God’s image and hence they possess creativity. Adam was struck
by the beauty and appeal of Eve and the account in the first three chapters
of Genesis conveys the idea that the special Garden made by God was
full of pleasing and distractingly beautiful features. The beauty in creation
was meant to maintain our focus on the Creator and to awaken a desire for
eternity with Him (Eccl 3:1; Pastirčák n.d.).
The expression of creativity and production of skilled artistic work was
seen in the construction of various versions of the sanctuary/temple featured in the OT (Exod 31:1-10; 39:1-7; 1 Kgs 6:14-38; 7:13-51) and this was
approved by God. Song and music was composed and played in this and
other environment and the people expressed their joy at the remembrance
of the Sabbath by using these art forms (Exod 15:20; 1 Chron 13:7-8; Neh
12:27; Ps 92), as they continue to do in Jerusalem and elsewhere. Indeed,
God has provided all things for our enjoyment (Eccl 3:12-13; 1 Tim 6:17)
and we are meant to express joyfulness (Luke 15:24).
All of God’s created works and gifts can be subverted and used for evil
purposes. Art can be perverted and degenerate into “a religion of nothingness” and artists are exalted to “the status of God” (Pastirčák n.d.). Christian beauties are distinguished from all others in that they express and
lead to holiness (Ps 29:2; 96:9), which is something foreign to naturalistic/
secular humanism. This establishes parameters about artistic expression
and usage in the Christian context.

Aim for Maximum Possible Life-Fulfilment
Maximum possible life-fulfillment is the humanist’s aim, being
achieved through creative, ethical, and rational means. In other words, individuals create their own meaning through realizing their own potential,
trying to fulfill their desires, and seeking to find justification for sympathy
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towards others. Through the exploration of the individual and social areas
of existence, a pathway to meaning and fulfillment can be found. Meaningful social relationships provide purpose and fulfillment in the lives of
many humanists. It is here where love may be found. God is not needed in
order to find such an experience. Other pathways to joy may be found in
intellectual pursuits and appreciation of beauty and the wonders around
us (Storey n.d.).
Christians believe whole-heartedly in living a fulfilling existence. Living with purpose and experiencing happiness commences with the realization that we were created with a purpose and our Creator-God has assured those who believe in the saving work of Jesus a life hereafter. The
tasks given to earthlings are to care for God’s creation and to share the
love that he has showered on us with those about us. Happiness is found
in serving and utilizing the talents given for the benefit of others.

What Should We Think of Christian Humanism?
Christian humanism came to the fore during the Renaissance where
freedom from religious authoritarianism, rational enquiry, and freedom to
follow the dictates of conscience were held to be compatible with Christian
belief. Christ’s core command, “You shall love . . . your neighbor as yourself” (Luke 10:27 NKJV) expresses the practical outworking of the philosophical basis on which it rests. The emphasis was on the study of ancient
languages—Greek, Latin, and Hebrew—and scriptural and patristic (early
Christian theologians) writings and scholarship. The long practiced traditions of inquiry (dialectic method involving back and forth debate used in
universities by the scholastically inclined and the use of the allegorical approach to understanding the Bible) were challenged by a reliance on philology (study of languages) and historical methods (so called humanistic
methods) to study the classical texts. The motivation was to understand
the historical and cultural roots of Christian beliefs and to bring reform
and spiritual renewal. The movement stirred a storm of debate, but came
to influence clerical education, helped stimulate reform, led to revising the
biblical texts, and played a role in the Protestant Reformation. Erasmus,
a Catholic scholar and priest, was a leading figure and he issued the NT
in Greek in 1514 together with a Latin translation, in which he sought to
accurately and clearly present the meaning of the Greek text. Martin Luther identified with such humanistic methods, including much that was
accepted by Erasmus, and put belief into practice by translating the Bible
into German (Bentley 1983:165; Montfasini 2008:15-38; Nauert 2006:155-180;
Rummel 2008:1-14). Hence, these two movements (humanism and Reformation) initially were linked in their conceptual approach.
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In the Renaissance period, the humanists, who were interested in
the biblical text, placed reliance on philological and historical criteria to
establish the meaning of the original Greek text of the NT so enabling it
to become the “source of pure moral and religious doctrine and as the
record of early Christian experience.” This contrasted with the use of
Latin translations by scholastic philosophers and theologians to create
support for the theological system erected by the Church (Bentley 1983:3,
8). The emphasis on the philological method laid the foundation for the
literal historical-grammatical approach to biblical interpretation favored
by the Reformers. The work of Erasmus in particular exposed translation
corruptions and errors in the Latin Vulgate, with some passages affecting
doctrine (Augustijn 1990:97; Bentley 1983: 140; Ross 2016; White 1950:245).
His work ultimately undermined the authority of the Catholic Church
(his aim simply was to reform Christendom based on a clear presentation
of God’s word; Bentley 1983:124). For example, his replacement of the
phrase “do penance” to “repent” in Matthew 3:2, according to the Greek,
raised a storm of protest from the Church (Rummel 2017). Support for the
doctrine of original sin suffered a serious blow following Erasmus’ correct
translation of the Latin text (Romans 5:12) fundamental to its support
(Bentley 1983:170-172). Luther and other early reformers clearly grasped
the contribution of this early Christian humanist approach in its ability to
increase the clarity given to biblical interpretation, particularly in directing
the reader’s focus to Christ. They utilized this method to clarify biblical
understandings (Bentley 1983:192; Johnston 1996a:163-170). Conservative
Christians today are devoted to the use of the historical-grammatical
approach (Methods of Bible Study Committee 1987:18-20).
After the Reformation, many forces affected biblical interpretation,
which is beyond our consideration here. The critical assessment of the biblical text with the application of the rationalistic approach eventually led
to a loss of faith in biblical authority and the idea of the miraculous was
abandoned in some circles. The various strands of endeavor led to the development of the historical critical method. The end result has been that,
for many, the Bible contains numerous mistakes, it does not contain moral
absolutes, and does not have relevance to history (Johnston 1996b:154-162;
Schaeffer 1990:176-177).
Another consequence of the secular emphasis in humanism was the
elevation of the idea of humanities’ unlimited domination over nature and
the assumption of a god-like status, potentially enabling humans to mold
nature into whatever form required to serve their purposes. No particular
intrinsic value was placed on nature by greats such as Francis Bacon
(1561-1626). The conquest of nature was held as being for the benefit of the
race. These ideas resonated with Greek rather than biblical precepts. The
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prevailing sense for many years in Christian circles was that all creatures
exist for and reflect the glory of God. Humans share with other creatures
in praise of their Creator rejoicing in the beauty and the worth of creation
rather than focusing on exaltation above creation or unlimited dominion.
In more recent years, the idea has emerged in some Christian circles that
God has given the care of his creatures to human beings in trust (Bauckham
2011:43-62). This is a concept that we support heartily.

Conclusions
The stream of humanism emerging from the Renaissance period and
which has become prominent today places great confidence in human reason and potential and rejects any notion of the supernatural. Secular humanism based on atheism has taken on the mantle of vigorous opposition
to the idea of the supernatural and of a Creator God, concepts firmly held
by some of the early Christian supporters of humanistic inspired initiatives adopted with the noble aim to reform the church and society. There
have been counter secular humanism movements throughout history, and
such have been fueled in recent years by the calamities and inhumanities
of war and of ego-centered activities. It even is acknowledged that there
are inherent limits to human self-understanding. Today, the products of
secular humanism are seen in the plethora of inter-human violence incidents and environmental damage. This is a result of the self-assertion and
egocentrism resident in the very concept of mainstream humanism, where
secular human minds attempt to measure themselves against the infinite
universe. Some speak of the end of humanity, and others search for what
is human. In reality, humans are following an infinite process of finding
their identity, which is in line with the concept of the evolutionary nature
of human beings (Dallmayr 2009:137-150).
The principles expressed by Christ and the early church leaders have
been equated by some with an ideal type of humanism that is as relevant
today as it was originally. Today, dedicated Christians everywhere seek
to understand the meaning of God’s moral principles, his ways of living,
methods of relating to others, and the benefits of maintaining a joyful
relationship with their Creator and protecting his handiwork. The reliability and relevance of the biblical record are foundational to the beliefs
expressed in conservative Christian circles.
It is not surprising that some secular humanistic principles find more
reliable support in Christian circles than in other domains, such as concepts
of ethics, human dignity, worth and equality. The place of reason in the
Christian approach to knowing is affirmed, but access to evidence for the
Christian worldview goes beyond the use of reason and the experimental
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approach. This provides a more holistic concept of human experiences and
of the universe and its origins. The application of the so-called humanistic
principles of philology and historical methods during the Renaissance
period led to the production of a biblical text from which many errors
were removed and to the use of the historical grammatical method of
biblical interpretation, a device still used by conservative Christians. The
humanism understood and practiced by the early church and during the
Reformation contains valuable lessons and practices.

Explanatory Note
Christian Humanism (ideal strand) is based on a firm belief in the reliability and divine authorship of the Bible. It came to the fore during the
Renaissance and Reformation era and represents a philosophical view in
which human freedom in Christ, the value of the conscience, and rational enquiry were fundamental aspects. Christ was seen as the example
to follow. The value of human nature was recognized, but the necessity
to elevate it to a higher plane was affirmed. This involves seeking divine
assistance in order to approach the ideals displayed and taught by the
divine-human person, Christ. The forgiveness offered and power given
enables reflection of God’s character to others. These states of mind give
a broad view of personal social responsibility, give vibrant hope, promote
happiness, enable joyful participation in the present life, and thankful anticipation of the gift of life in the hereafter.
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